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Perspective

The New Metaphysics of Spirit (Part B & C)
Lorna Green*
Abstract
This new term Consciousness is the key to getting the Universe right. The Universe is Enspirited
throughout, awake, aware and intelligent and creative throughout. And in this Universe, intent,
plan, and purpose, final causality is everywhere, and its true causalities belong to Consciousness,
and not matter. This term Consciousness is the key to getting the Earth right. The Earth has
Consciousness, the Earth is as conscious as we are, and so is every being on the Earth. This term
Consciousness gives us new concepts for the truth of the Earth. It can be summed up in a single
word, connection and connectedness. The Earth is Consciousness throughout, a continuum of
many forms of Consciousness, of which our own is one, interconnected, interrelated,
intersubjective, Oneness, and One, to harm one is to harm all. Every being on the planet is as
conscious as we are, and the more we can see how like us they are the harder it will be to do
them all in.
This is Part B and Part C of this three-part article.
Keywords: Consciousness, metaphysics, spirit, Universe, Earth.

Part B. Awakening: Of the Feminine, A New Outrageous Ontology, and Where We are in
This Present Moment of Historical Grace.
When with ever circling years comes round
the age of gold - Christmas Carole
When you rewrite the Earth, you rewrite everything associated, and identified with the Earth.
Like women.
1. Gender. This new Universe picture gives us new concepts for Gender. Women have long been
identified with the Earth, and shared her fate. This new Earth picture has a place for women, as
matter and mechanics never did. And reincarnation is the key to our equality. We all have
reincarnations in both sexes, male and female lives.
And now: There is one question for everyone: How can we have made such a mess of things?
People everywhere are looking on at the modern world, and saying: This is madness. The answer
is simple, it owes to what Peter Kinsley, “In the Dark Places of Wisdom,” calls “the barbaric
subordination of women at the dawn of history.”
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Women, women’s perspective and women’s point of view, bound up with the giving, caring and
nurturing of all life, were edited out of the discussion. Women, the very animating principle of
civilization itself, rejected and dismissed like Einstein’s thesis in physics as “fanciful and
irrelevant.”
And now, sow the wind, reaps the whirlwind, for the crisis we have caused for the planet, is a
sure sign that the men have missed it. How did the men think they could get things right without
us? The problems of the world are so clearly gender based, it is remarkable no one has noticed
this. And now, once again, after a long eclipse and defying all the odds, the women are here, and
we will make the difference.
The prophet Nostradamus foresaw this time in history, as the greatest moment in the whole of
our history because of the advent of women. “Long ago, the brothers put their sisters down, and
now have walked the world with such a heavy tread, that almost nothing is left.” And he saw the
women as the hope for putting an end to “the barbarian empire of the patriarchies.”
Men turned the world into the vale of tears that it is when they edited women out of the
discussion, and out of history. The callousness and the cruelty of the modern world owes to the
simple fact that we come out of centuries of male domination where women were made into the
property of men, to be told their place, their nature by men, and what they could and could not
do.
We come out of a civilization and history that enshrine at their heart contempt for the Earth,
women, and the Native people. Women cannot read their history, and not be enraged by it, what
men have said about women, and what they have done to women. And the hope for the planet?
Young men of today are just as appalled by the ways of the past as the women are.
And now, a long one-sided rule by the masculine principle, out of any connection or relationship
with the Feminine, has run its course, and the Feminine impulse is flowing into history.
We live in a unique moment of historical grace, the Piscean era of male thinking, together with
many centuries of male domination before it, have run their course, the Aquarian Age is to be
about the Feminine, and we are in it.
These are the times of the Reappearance of the Feminine, and the advent of women, a great
Awakening over the whole Earth, Spring time after a long and dark Winter. And the hope for the
planet is that men also have their own Feminine side.
And we will make the difference. Why will we make the difference? The systems of life that are
destroying the Earth, embody typically male ways of thinking: Conquer and subdue, fear, lies
and control, death and destruction everywhere.
These are not our principles. We are all about accepting and affirming, nurturing and caring,
Earth honoring, Earth respecting, a sense for the sacredness of all life, in all of its many forms.
We embody the Love impulse. And if the human race can finally pull it off, and bring Love here,
it will owe to the presence of women, taking their places on the historical stage. We live in a
time of the changing of the gods, and we are the game changers and the shape shifters, the keys
to a viable rooted future of all life on Earth.
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Now, to shape shift the entire world with a single term, Consciousness: That is true unified field
theory!
The Dali Lama calls for women to be leaders, because they have “greater empathy.” And he
predicts that when women are leaders, the violence in the world will end. And then, he also
claims: The world will be saved by Western woman.
Now: If we are to save the world, there are several truths we need to know. The first, is that
human beings go by ideas. Deeply embedded in the crisis we have caused for the planet, are
ideas, ideas about both the planet and ourselves, just who and what the Earth is, and who we
really are.
The second truth we need to recognize: The world is largely man-made. The old paradigms,
values, attitudes and ways of thought, that have run and ruled our world for so long, an
elaboration by the male mind, and they embody typically male values. War is certainly one of
them, powered by a relentless male logic of either or, them or us, they hit us, we hit them.
War talk pervades the modern world: The war on terror, the war on poverty, the war on drugs,
and the endless war of words in academia. All of which, because what you focus on you get,
only creates more of it. A generation that detests war, will not put an end to war, only a
generation that loves peace will put an end to war.
America has been in the grip of the masculine principle from the beginning: Conqueror the
wilderness, conqueror the native people, conqueror the world economy. Our entire economy is
ultimately driven by the weapons trade. We are a military industrial complex, always gearing up
for the next war.
War is the most extreme expression of the male impulse, with a callous indifference for the lives
of ordinary people everywhere. Our systems of life runs on fear lies and control, and they have a
vested interest in keeping the dead world in place. We are the good guys, they are the bad guys,
and they thrive on Descartes version of matter, as something devoid of Consciousness.
Corporations have no interest in civil liberties, they want and docile work force, who will do
what they are told to do, and grind out consumer items and various technologies. The ideals that
have infused democracy from the start, are on a collision course with this death centered world,
fear based that runs on control, psychological control, one of its worst forms.
The precept of the modern age, smile or die (Barbara Ehrenreich, Nickel and Dimed in America).
Tom Paine, in the American Revolution: Give me liberty or give me death. These days: Give me
my pay check and I won’t say a word.
There have always been forces in America trying to turn the country into a police state. They are
part and parcel of the male impulse itself, and at this point in our history, they are up for us. The
Feminine impulse is flowing into the planet, putting and end to them.
Part of our effectiveness consists in realizing that we live in a man-made world, becoming clear
on typically male attitudes and ideas. The old paradigms, now visible in the modern world, more
so than anywhere in our history, realizing at the same time, these old male ways have run their
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course. How well we know them: Shut her up, put her down, control her, program her, and run
her. We know them well, and the good news of these times, is that they are over.
This entire impulse that has run and ruled things for so long, has run its course, now threatened
and running scared, given over to its worst features, trying to control the new incoming energy,
keep the status quo, and turn back the clock. Women are getting out of their place, get them back
in it. The planet is not doing what we say, it must do, apply more matter and mechanism, more
so. This will not work, and what is real in the modern world: Woman Spirit rising. And the old
paradigms must yield to the new incoming Feminine energy.
My modest contribution in saving the world by Western woman, is to rewrite the most death
centered, and death dealing concept in the modern world. Deeply embedded in the modern
world, its lynchpin, Descartes concept of matter, and the Earth, as something devoid of
Consciousness.
Do women think differently than men? Yes, we do. The male mind has shown a marked
preference for dead Universes, a dead Earth, and a dead world, run by numbers and statistics, the
work force, consumerism, capitalism and that most terrible term of all present terms, collateral
damage.
War is not about disemboweled animals, dead babies and screaming mothers, or poor dazed men
in pajamas, wandering through the ruins of their home, their home and family destroyed by
“friendly fire,” no, war is about “collateral damage” and the powers that be have no interest in it.
Men have killed Creation, first in concepts, and now in the lived life.
With this new concept, Consciousness, we restore to the Earth what Descartes left out, it’s
animating principle, and with it the Life of the Earth, and the life blood of civilization. This new
term Consciousness, will enable us to transform our deeply sick death centered world, based on
fear lies and control, into one based on Love, Light, and Life, that honors and respects all life in
all of its many forms, a civilization based on Love and Truth.
The human race is leaving behind its long dark Winter of fear and separation, to move into its
Springtime of Love and connectedness. And so, we restore the missing half of the human race,
the nurturing and caring half, as some men say of their wives, “their better halves.”
The only way the new President, and men like him can say, “women are stupid, women are pigs,
women are slobs, women are inferior beings,” and a host of other things as well, is to deny them
an education, not to allow them to learn to read and write, or think for themselves. And do not let
them speak up for themselves, keep women dumbed down into submission.
Keep them unconscious, deny them Consciousness, deny the Earth Consciousness.
Ever since the men took over, they have tried to bury the Goddess. Descartes is simply, all be it
unconscious, the most recent thinker in a long line of thinkers to make this attempt. His term
matter, comes from the Latin mater, mother, get rid of mother by destroying her Consciousness.
Men have been doing this to women for a very long time.
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The endless dogmatic twaddle across the Ages by great men and small, about women, has very
little to do with the reality and truth of women. It owes to the need of the male mind to define
itself by putting women down.
Long ago, women’s energies were strong on the planet, and the women had something right.
When the Goddess presided here, societies were harmonious and peaceful, healthy and happy,
and the Earth was not degraded.
The wholesale destruction of the Earth came in with the patriarchies. The forests around the
Mediterranean was gone by Plato’s time, and the destruction has continued at an everaccelerating pace, thanks to technology, to these times. Our technologies are overwhelming the
Earth, and if we go on as we are, we can foresee our own extinction.
The women had something right. When women “hold” the planet, societies are happy and
harmonious, and the Earth is not degraded. When men control the planet, just the opposite is the
case: Famine, disease, drought, and war, misery and wretchedness are everywhere, untold
suffering for both people and the Earth.
The men have done their best to bury the Goddess. It could not be done, she just went
underground, and lived on in the soul of the people, surfacing here, surfacing there, throughout
history. And now, Feminine energies are once again, flowing into the planet.
Now, defying all of the odds, here we are, the women are here, bringing with us new values, new
ways of knowing, seeing, and being. And most of all, new Ideas, new concepts for every aspect
of our lives, and for the Earth herself, and for the living god, Spirit who is everywhere in the
Earth.
War, rape, torture, and murder, these are not women’s values. The men have been about death,
women are all about life, about Love Light and Life, here to restore the balance on the planet.
And the best news in the modern world, is that finally and just in time: Hey boys, the women are
here, move over!
2. The End Times, The Awakening, The Second Coming: Of Magic and Mystery.
We live in Scriptural times, when those we look down upon are sent to renew you, when the last
shall be first, and first last, where the stone rejected by builders has become the cornerstone.
These times seem well described by the Book of Revelation as the End Times, where men would
fall away from Spirit, become lovers of money, worldly honors power, liars and murderers, what
a women friend calls the frenzy of the end times of male domination.
These are also the times of the Second Coming, the Second Coming of Women, the Feminine,
and of the Love and Truth that Jesus taught. And with them, a whole new revelation of Spirit.
And so, I summarize: This term Consciousness has a place for Spirit as simply Infinite
Consciousness. It also has a place for the essential insight of most religions, that Spirit is Love,
not an emotion, but a great Oneness all around us, especially in the Earth, who is Oneness at all
levels and depths.
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The Mystics call Silence “the voice of Spirit,” the deepest richest hearing that there is, and few
there are these days who hear it. And the Mystics of all cultures and climates call Spirit simply
“The Beloved,” and so we have found our way back, back into the arms of The Beloved, from
whence we tore ourselves away oh so long ago, so very long ago, that no one can remember.
The Book of Revelation brings to a close the whole period of history covered by scripture. And
they bring to an end the great redemption stories of Judeo Christian tradition. All the redemption
stories speak of a time when we were close to Spirit, and then we fell away. And so, it is time to
return to Spirit. Religion---re-ligare, to retie the tie, to reconnect with Spirit, who is everywhere
in the Earth.
Time to close the scriptures written by men, to read for Ourselves The Great Original Scriptures
of Being that are meant to be read by everyone, with our bodies, senses, souls and Spirit, our
deep psyches, our sex, and oh! that is where the bliss is.
And so, these are the times of Awakening, of the Feminine to Herself, to her Majesty and
Mystery, her Beauty and Truth, her Love, her Validity, and her Power.
And with the Feminine, a new salvation and a new redemption, of the masculine by the
Feminine, of men and male history by women, and with and through the Feminine, a whole new
connection and reconnection with Spirit, who is everywhere in the Earth.
Consciousness is the missing piece of the puzzle, and as a physicist friend put it to me about
these ideas: Somehow, stunningly self-evident…
This is the Universe that Jesus knew: “I, living in you, you living in me, we living in them.” And
what he was really teaching at the Last Supper, when he said, “This is my body, this is my
blood,” was that Spirit is in all Things.
This is the Universe that Jesus and the Buddha knew, that mystics and shamans know, that the
Native people know, our ancestors knew, that we all once knew, before we slipped into our
technological trance, and lost our ability to see the world before us. This is the Universe that
heart Consciousness knows. The Native people always marveled that the white man thought with
his head and not with his heart. This is the Universe that the Feminine knows, that deep down, all
women know, the men need to catch up for the future of life on Earth depends on it.
3. Present tense, this present moment of historical grace in scriptural terms: Here we are in the
modern world.
a. The End Times. The End Times are mentioned many times in scripture, described by terms
like the Apocalypse, the Great Tribulation, and Armageddon, a term that strikes terror in many
hearts.
Armageddon is described just once in scripture, and it is described as the war of all the
governments of all the nations against Spirit. And we know exactly what this war will look like.
The governments of all nations serve exactly the same god, the god of money and markets, the
god of male power, prestige, and privilege, of profits and empire. And if there is to be a major
war in the mid-East, it is this god that will go up in smoke.
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The true God, the God that Jesus knew, that women and children know, the God of the green
Earth and all her creepy crawlies, the God who is Love, is coming into the planet just now, in,
through and around this false god.
And all of the battles will be less terrible because the ancient prophets could not foresee the Love
that would be here.
And so, these are the times of a great Awakening, as of Springtime after a long and dark Winter.
And it is all about opening our eyes, and letting in the Light. The state of the modern world can
be seen as the conclusion of long argument across the Ages, that began with false premises. It
can also be seen as the negative result of a scientific experiment. The old male paradigms have
run their course, and something completely new is being born among us.
b. Awakening, letting in the Light. These are the times of the Reappearance of the Feminine, this
great Awakening, letting in the Light, and all of the lies of the past are now up for us, so that we
can get beyond them.
The first great lie: Long ago, the human race made a decision to take itself out of nature, to
define itself as something other than nature, and in the modern world, is making war on nature.
We have pretended we had no connection to nature whatsoever, a very stupid decision as it turns
out, because we are deeply connected with the planet, and now we cannot help but know this.
And we need to redefine ourselves, in terms of absolute connection and absolute dependency on
the Earth.
The second great lie: All of the dualisms of the Piscean Age that are still driving us all insane:
Heaven is divine, the Earth isn’t; the soul is divine, the body isn’t; man is divine, woman isn’t.
Reincarnation is the great equalizer, there is only one set of terms, Consciousness, all are divine.
We are not just divine in our male lifetimes, but in our female times as well, and between all the
opposites are deep unities. The opposites are really two poles of one continuum.
An Anglican priest before woman’s ordination: To ordain a woman, that would be like ordaining
a dog or a potato, well it wasn’t, and the Anglican church is experiencing a great renewal,
because of women priests.
And now, there are two glaring omissions in civilization. One has to do with the truth of women,
and the other with sex.
And so, the third great lie: The complete falsification of Jesus’ teachings from the very
beginning. The suppression of reincarnation has been mentioned.
The church falsified Jesus attitudes to women.
Women were among his disciples, women remained with him at his crucification, after the male
disciples had fled. Jesus was enamored of both women and the Feminine, the church has done its
best to bury both.
The whole of western civilization is based on the worship of a celibate male god. What if Jesus
wasn’t?
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In fact, all the evidence now indicates at the dawn of Christianity, was a sacred partnership
between Jesus and Mary Magdalene, broken by the church, who turned the woman Jesus loved
into a harlot, and vilified her down through the ages.
In fact, if it had to admit these things, the sacred male hierarchy would fall. A celibate male
priesthood, preoccupied with sin and suffering, crucifixion and death, is always trying to turn the
Lord of Life into one of them. Jesus is not their man, and neither are you.
And the only hope for a celibate male priesthood, its true salvation, is to find itself in the arms of
women, not some sexless alabaster statue, some figment of the priestly imagination, but real
women, tender and caring, passionate and loving.
And now, sex, something according to those who know, everyone thinks about every five
minutes. Most of us think that sex has to do with Love. Can we really think that Jesus, with his
great teachings on Love, would not have something to say about sex? In fact, according to Seth
and other channel sources, Jesus left a written teaching on sex and intimacy that was destroyed
by the early church. Of course, it is always easier to make up the savior over in your image,
rather than to grow into the fullness of his.
And now, all across the planet, small groups of men and women are meeting together, reading
works like the Da Vinci Code and the Hidden Gospel of Mary Magdalene, that has recently come
to light, asking themselves whatever happened to the Feminine in history? For some years, the
Vatican ignored them, but now the Vatican thought police are rushing about, to prevent the
faithful from reading them.
What has them so upset? Jesus, with a woman, Mary Magdalene, always kissing her on the lips,
he loved her so much, preferring her to all of the disciples, even Peter the first pope, who
complained he preferred her to them. “She knows more than all of you put together.”
If it had to admit these things, the sacred celibate male hierarchy would fall.
Well, I daresay that in his Second Coming, Jesus will reappear as a woman. Oh-oh, we didn’t
think of that one! Okay, and then what??!
And so, there are three of the great lies of history that are now up for us, in order that we can
grow beyond them.
And then, there are the errors of St. Paul. St. Paul began the long dumbing down of women, and
initiated the onslaught of male madness that men call our history. Women, not allowed to speak
or teach in the assembly, to be given headship by men.
And then, St. Paul began the long repression of our shadow side, now erupting in the modern
world. St. Paul turned us all into “good little Christian girls and boys.” God only likes us if you
are good, and only likes the good parts.
And so, St. Paul saddled us with the persona of holiness: Stand at attention, eyes downcast.
Jesus taught Love. His fear-based followers wrote down rules.
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And so finally, St. Paul initiated a long set of rules and regulations, that in the present world,
have filled the world with endless self-righteous Christian moralizing.
All of these lies, and errors have shaped the modern world, and modern religions, and we need to
get free of them.
What is really now happening in the Mideast, the birthplace of the three great patriarchal
religions, Judaism, Islam, and Christianity is that symbolically, these religions are now going up
in smoke. They are all mirror images of one another, mountains of dogma and doctrine, devoid
of true religious experience, morally and spiritually bankrupt.
What is really taking place in the modern world, is the birth of a new, and finally true religion,
based on a new metaphysics, a new understanding of divinity, and of Spirit. Seth (Seth Speaks)
compared the birth of a new religion, to the birth of a thousand suns, an event of epic
proportions.
Deeply embedded in the modern world, the remanence of many false metaphysical theories. I am
proposing a new metaphysics, and a new metaphysical base for this new religion, a religion of
Love and Truth, of the Feminine, and the Feminine principle, where Consciousness,
reincarnation, and Spirit are realities, the cornerstone of a new civilization.
There are a great many other myths that keep the present destructive world we have in place:
The myth of male superiority.
And then, the myth of white supremacy, the white man has been an ambiguous presence on the
planet, he has a very high opinion of himself, but look at the facts, the Mideast, and Africa, sent
down the tubes after the first World War by white men drawing arbitrary lines on maps in
European board rooms.
The white man has always referred to the Native people, and all people of color, as “white man’s
burden.” The real burden on the planet has been the white man, and all of his imitators, his
religions, his philosophy, his science, and his technology, now overwhelming the Earth.
And so, religious myths: It was all made for us to do with as we like. It is all about me, me, me.
And then, the arrogance of philosophy, that has despised the Earth from the very beginning, and
held the planet in contempt as something devoid of Consciousness
And now the scientific myths about matter: Again, as something devoid of Consciousness, that
can be plundered at will, kept in place by because it supports the system. Science has been in the
pocket of the Dark Lord right from the start.
And then there are other myths: Where is God? We all know where God is, “God is up in
heaven.” And then, we all know also that God disapproves of sex. And then, that some of us are
closer to God than others, some of us are divine, others aren’t.
We all live in pyramids of power that enshrine these old myths. At the top is a semi-divine being,
a king, a pope, or a CEO. Down below in descending levels of importance, are everyone else, at
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the base of pyramid, those of no importance whatsoever---the people, the Native people, women,
the Feminine, and the Earth.
Now: Pyramids are only as strong as their base. Those at the top neglect the wellbeing at the base
at their own peril. And now we are at a place in our history, where the people, the women, and
the Earth, are not going to take it any longer. They are just as divine as everyone else, they need
to reclaim their divinity, and take back their power, as they are.
And so, academia. Why are so many typically academic males so determined not to grant
Consciousness to the Earth? Partly, because academia is largely funded by the system, and the
needs of the system to keep the dead Earth in place, are calling the shots. When you want to
know what is shaping arguments these days, check out their funding sources. But another reason
is that in fact, the male mind has always defined itself by putting down the Earth, along with
women, and the people.
If the male mind could not define itself by putting down women and the Earth, it would not
know who it is. The refusal of the male mind to grant Consciousness to nature, is simply the last
ditch effort of this whole impulse to promote itself to first place.
Human beings are not irrational, they have just been fed steady diets of lies from the male mind,
but Jesus: You shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. In the modern world,
something is ending, a long one-sided rule by the masculine principle, something new is
beginning with the Reappearance of the Feminine and women, and a whole new balance between
these two great principles.
The balance is right when the masculine serves the Feminine, when men and male ways, so often
bound up with the taking of life. The modern world is a show case for all of these issues, writ
large.
Simone Weil observed from her experience in the Spanish Civil War that there is nothing that
men would rather do, once the sanctions are removed, than kill each other. Now, women and
children do not feel this way about one another, we find each other very interesting, someone we
would like to get to know. And so, the answer to war is simple: Set aside huge tracts of land, that
all the women and children, and the animals out and let the men go to it.
The Piscean era, that is now over, was an age of dualisms, as befits the sign of the fish. True fish
swimming in opposite directions. But if you look closely, the two fish are joined by a thread, so
that in fact, they are swimming in the same direction, so there is only one principle, not two. And
so, we replace the dualisms of the Piscean era, with a single new principle, Consciousness.
All of the opposites—mind/matter, the forms/matter distinction, the Spirit/matter distinction, the
mind/body distinction—are actually two poles of a single continuum, Consciousness. At one
extreme Consciousness in form, at the other extreme Consciousness formless.
And now finally, the Feminine. Just what is the Feminine really all about? The Feminine is about
partnership not ownership; it is about cooperation, not competition; it is about taking walls and
barricades down, not putting them up. It can embrace every form of being, in an inclusive logic,
an inclusive way of seeing and knowing; it has a place for everyone and everything.
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The Feminine is all about going beyond the discreet separate and disconnected, into Oneness;
about going beyond the partial answers, into the very fullness of Truth; it is about going beyond
the particulars, into the greater whole.
Science is masculine, it understands reality by ripping it apart. The Feminine is all about
wholeness, about the mystery, about connectedness, about the bigger picture, the wider higher
view of things. It is time for us to push open the flaps of our Cartesian box, and look out into the
greater Universe, and get out of the box all together.
The Feminine can embrace difference, diversity, and individuality. It has a place for All.
The Feminine is here, and she is here to stay. The symbol for the Aquarian Age in the tarot cards,
is a woman in long flowing robes, holding a huge urn under her arm, from which she is pouring
water into a stream. We all know what this means, the Feminine is all about Life, about Love
Light and Life, and as the Feminine principles take over the world, they will renew nature
herself, and they will restore the planet through a living, vibrant Garden of Eden, that it was
always intended to be.
And now, there are two scenarios about what is coming down on us.
c. And so, these tumultuous times in which we live. The Book of Revelation ends with the Great
Tribulation a time so terrible, that if Spirit did not take a hand, everyone would perish. And it
ends with the Second Coming of Jesus, and the dawning of an Age of Peace.
And now, here we are in the modern world, facing the greatest crisis the human race has ever had
to face. We are in deep trouble with the Earth. We have caused a catastrophe for the planet of
virtual complete destruction, that is so great that we cannot even get our minds around it.
Global warming and climate change are a reality, they owe to human arrogance and human
ignorance, and we must now face the truth of what we have been doing here.
And now, there are two scenarios about what is coming down on us.
The first is that of James Love, who originated the Gaia Hypothesis, and the great many writings
about Gaia, including the Revenge of Gaia, and the Rough Road into the Future. Lovelock
predicts that these great storms and shifts in the weather will increase, by 2030, the Sahara
Desert will be creeping into Europe, and by 2100, the Earth population, now at roughly 7 billion
people, will have shrunk to 500 million living around the Poles. He predicts wars over water,
drought, famine, and disease, and he claims that nothing we can do at this point will change our
fate. We have set in motion irreversible events.
The second scenario, prophesied by Native people all over the planet, is that the Feminine energy
has been coming into history for some time, its peaked at the December Solstice 2012, and after
that will flow steadily in, by the year 2300, the human race would have attained its greatest
maturity.
I am hoping that this scenario is the true scenario, that we still have time to change our ways, but
even Lovelock admits that in the end it is “up to mother.” The Goddess is powerful, and she is
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calling the shots. But indeed, if we can change our ways, it will only be by moving into the
fullness of the Feminine energy.
d. And now, where are we in our history? The year 2012 was the year when the forces of fear,
and the forces of Love met. And the Love has won. At December Solstice 2012, the Mayan
calendar ended, an event many saw as the end of the world. But it wasn’t. The next day the entire
planet shifted into the Love orientation, and all who are sensitive into energies could feel the
change. And ever since then, the Love has been flowing in.
There are many different explanations for this shift into the Love orientation on the planet, most
say that it owes to a shift in the place of our solar system in the galaxy. Whatever the cause,
something has radically shifted on the planet, fear has run and ruled human history since the
start, and now, suddenly, there has been a momentous inversion among these true basic
principles, from fear into Love.
This shift will support all of the Feminine answers and all who are in an orientation towards
Love and Light, towards Life, all that we have been talking about in these pages. Some epic
change has taken place in the Universe around us, that will assist the human race in realizing our
full purpose here. Let me say something about unfolding event.
2013 was the year of all these Snowden leaks, the revelations of government spying on everyone.
Truth is an aspect of Love, because Love cannot tolerate these kinds of concealment, Love
demands transparency. And so, the dark deeds of those in power can no longer be hidden. And
so, fear is now up for us.
What really happened with these shifts into the Love orientation, is that the Earth is serving
notice she will no longer tolerate the fear that has run and ruled the Earth plane for so long. All
those who are in the fear impulse, are having a difficult time of it, while those moving into the
Love orientation, are completely supported by the planet, and find themselves going from
“strength to strength.” And it is the Love orientation that is now really calling the shots. Despite
appearances to the contrary, it is the Love that is calling the shots.
And so, the American election, the election of the current President would appear to be a total
setback to the Love orientation. He embodies the old male fear orientation, separation, isolation,
putting up barriers and barricades. He is in fact, a throwback to the patriarchies, just to remind us
how really dreadful they were.
The current President is the catalyst. He is the catalyst for everything that needs to happen, by
being its exact opposite. He exacerbates the incoming Love impulse that has been increasing
ever since his election. Reawakening the sense of everyone, into what really matters, into their
own humanity and divinity, into the Love orientation. Simply, because he is so bad, he is
precipitating the opposite.
Since the election, everyone in America has become political. We need this shock, to Awaken to
how precious and fragile civil liberties are, what the true values of humanity really are, tolerance,
partnership, the Love impulse.
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Awakening into the callousness and cruelty of the modern world, that has been run and ruled by
male ways of thinking, male values, for so long. The system runs on fear, it comes from fear, and
it uses fear to keep everyone in line, by every form of control, both physical and spiritual,
psychological control, and so, fear is up for us. And the polarity between these two impulses,
fear and Love, is going greater all the time. The Love finding more and more sources of strength.
We are in a period of activism similar to that in the ‘60’s, a time for making ideas and values
clear, and for everyone to begin spelling out who they are, what they are really here for, for
working out the new Feminine energies, new guiding principles for the Earth, and for civilization
itself.
We have been run and ruled by fear for so long, we have almost no concept of what a civilization
based on Love would look like. But the end of the Book of Revelation with the Second Coming
of Jesus, is really a call to work out fully the new principles of the Love orientation, principles of
the Second Coming.
There are now two basic political alternatives before the American people. Democracy is “of the
people for the people and by the people.” We are not, at this point, a democracy, we are an
oligarchy, the rule of the rich. The President and his cabinet consist of rich business people, and
we are all having a spectacular lesson about how the rich think and live.
It could be a great boom to America, if they ran the economy like a good business. A good
business: It would be based on respect for the planet, creating good jobs, and good wages for all.
But I suspect they will not do that, the rich are very good at making money, but only for
themselves and their friends.
And we are all being given a wonderful lesson in civics, in the values and ways of thinking of
rich, no respect whatsoever for the Earth, or for the poor and middle class. My guess is the rich
will look at the American people as a way to make money for themselves and their friends.
Here is the government of America with absolutely no concern for the welfare of the American
people, only for themselves, on weekends. They travel about, at the taxpayer’s expense, in their
own private business interests, they stay at lavish hotels and resorts, funded by the American
taxpayer.
They are in a complete conflict of interest, between our interests and theirs, but they don’t
recognize any such conflict, they are doing what they always do, making money, for themselves.
There is something insulting to the American people, about the President boasting that his has
never paid taxes at present.
It is waking up time, big time. The President is really a throwback to the patriarchy and the
embodiment of the American shadow side, sexist, racist, fear based. And now the Love is here,
and it is time for every one of us, to work out the practical principles of a world, as civilization,
defined by the Second Coming, and by the Love orientation.
And then: We shall know commonwealth again.
And so, it is all about the Feminine, the Love orientation, accepting and affirming, nurturing and
caring, Earth sensitive, Earth honoring. The Feminine is all about the bigger picture, going
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beyond the discreet separate and disconnected into the greater whole, into Oneness, going
beyond the fear impulse into connectedness.
These old male ways that run and rule by fear that emphasize isolation and separation, are really
based on an illusion because we are all deeply connected. And they need to flip over into the
Love orientation.
Fear is up for us now, so that we can go beyond it. Our shadow side is up for us, that we can get
past it. It is all about partnership not ownership, a place for the bigger picture, going beyond our
Cartesian world, whether in our philosophies or in our financial systems.
What a momentous challenge, greater than anything we faced in the ‘60’s, in the Civil Rights
Movements, and it all begins with the truth of the Earth, as Consciousness throughout, connected
and interconnected throughout.
The current President is a wonderful showcase for much of what has prevailed in the past. He
embodies greed, and greed has no limit, for greed, it is never enough. Greed for money and
honors is insatiable, and the rich are run and ruled by it. Completely indifferent to the future,
indifferent to the state of the planet, indifferent to the suffering of others, indifferent to the
desperation of poor and middle class people who can hardly keep food on the table, totally
turned in upon themselves, and their issues, indifferent to the rights of others, to life liberty and
the pursuit of happiness, or the rights of the planet.
They represent the worst features of this whole male impulse, that has dominated our history.
The deeper truth of this present moment of historical grace, when we can catch a glimpse of
Spring time, and of what Spring time would look like in the way of the Love orientation.
Now: The Love is here, and the Second Coming is here. The true leadership of the planet is the
right ideas, and now, remember happened in the 60’s. Students came out of the wood work to
protest the war in Viet Nam, and they ended it. Once again, the leadership of the planet is in the
hands of the students.
The Love orientation and the Love impulse has gone stronger and stronger since the President’s
election. Now, it is time for the Love to go on the offensive. The students care, they care about
the future, they care about the Earth, and the life of the Earth, and there is a strong set of core
values, shared by all, very different from those values expressed in the White House.
The students want an end to the melting pot, in favor of a mosaic society, that tolerates everyone
in their differences. They are liberal about immigration, they want gender equality, racial
equality, a multi-racial and multi-cultural society, they want economic equality, and the rest of
the country needs to get behind them.
There are new financial systems waiting in the wings, new ways to think about the Earth, green
and sustainable energy sources, new technologies like those of Tesla, with his free energy device
for everyone home in America. There is a strong leadership out there: Jill Stein, the Green Party:
People Peace and Planet before profit. There are new ideas for health care, for funding education,
the ideas of Bernie Sanders, Michael Moore, “Who will invade next?” New ideas for gun
control.
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The students represent the new values that represent the Feminine. Now being born and taking
hold in the very heart of the male dominated modern world, run by numbers, statistics, and
technology. We can see the outline of this new world, conscious, awake and aware, earth
honoring, earth sensitive, with a self-sense for the sacredness of all life, and a total
connectedness with everyone and everything else.
As the students mature, and university students join the high school students, and people who
care about people everywhere, and the Earth, join forces, the callousness and cruelty of the
military industrial complex will vanish. Nostradamus has a lovely prediction about war: Women
will join the army, to the point where they will so dilute the aggressive thrust of the armies, that
the armies will just wander about aimlessly, and then go home.
The new political forms that we need, that fully reflect the Feminine energy, and these new
values, emerging with the young people, will emerge as these ideas take hold, and new practices
begin to show themselves.
There are two scenarios before us. Which is it going to be? The he, or the She: The he is hyper
expansionist, bigger better and faster. And the She? Sane, humane and ecological.
The Love is now in charge, calling the shots. The President is a throwback of the patriarchies.
The ancient matriarchies appeared to have been partnership ways (Riane Eisler, The Chalice and
the Blade). The patriarchies are the rule of the fathers, and they destroy everyone. It is all there in
King Agamemnon’s going to war with Troy, he sends his sons to die on the battlefield, and he
sacrifices his daughter, Iphigenia to the gods for “a propitious wind.”
The patriarchies destroy everyone, and now it is time to get past them, time for the rule of the
sons and daughters, of the brothers and sisters.
The Feminine energy is here, it is real, it is flowing into the planet right now, and these great
principles, the masculine and feminine, must achieve a new balance. When is the balance right?
Reason climbs a ladder up to Love, and then it must lay down its weapons and serve, the new
balance is right, when the masculine serves the Feminine, when men and male history realize the
deep validity of women, and the folly of ignoring women’s truth, and women’s values.
The balance is right when male energy, so often bound up with the destruction of life, is put at
the service of life.
Men need to redefine themselves, no longer as men militant, but as men of heart, developing
their own Feminine sides, learning to appreciate and value the life of the planet, healing and
teaching. Men can no longer define themselves as they have so long, by putting women down,
taking out their shadow side on the women.
And women need to find their male strength and speak up, taking back their power, and resurrect
and restore the planet. Let women become the wisdom principle, knowing what needs to happen
here, and the men?
Soulful practice, both men and women at the service of Love Light and Life, of the Love and
Truth, of the Second Coming and a whole new world.
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And the good news of these times: We are finally ready for the Love that Jesus taught. But
whether they will be our finest hour, or our most depraved, remains to be seen.
e. Here we are, once again after a long eclipse, the women are here, and we will make the
difference.
Freud considered that women were hostile to civilization. I would hope so, given this deeply sick
and death centered modern world we live in. If civilization has any life blood in it, it owes to the
dedicated nurturing presence of women.
Freud, in great exasperation: What does woman want? With men gone mad, and a planet going
down the tubes, you need to ask? Get out of our way, and you will find out?
Freud: After the heroic, comes the exploration of the Feminine. I say: After centuries of male
heroics, what is Real in the modern world, is the rising tide of women, strong grounded women,
who know the planet is going down the tubes, and are prepared to do something about it.
A placard in the women’s march: They tried to bury us, but they did not know that we were
seeds. And so, here are a few seeds for our renewal: Awakening, the Second Coming, the
Feminine, Springtime, the Earth, Women, and Heart Consciousness.
And some Feminine terms for Spirit, Love, Life, Light, Power, Peace, Beauty, Joy.

Part C. And so: This term Consciousness.
The hopes and fears of all the years are met in thee
tonight - Christmas Carole
Consciousness has appeared as a term and a problem in modern science. Most scientists believe
that it can be accommodated, and explained by existing scientific principles. But I say it cannot,
that it points beyond present day science to a whole new view of the Universe, in which
Consciousness, and not matter, or matter/energy, is the true basis of the Universe.
Consciousness is for modern science exactly what Light was for classical physics, all of our
concepts for Reality must change.
In a nutshell, the hard problem of Consciousness, the mind/body problem, and the near-death
experience, are so hard, that they cannot be solved by any existing scientific principles, and
therefore call all such principles into question.
Now, deeply embedded in modern science and the modern world is Descartes concept of Matter.
Just over 300 years ago, Descartes formulated dualism: There are two basic principle in the
Universe, Mind and Matter, god and human beings alone have mind, everything else---all of the
bright array of living beings who share the planet with us---are Matter. And Matter is simply the
weighable, the measurable, the extended in space and time, utterly devoid of any inner life, of
feelings, thoughts, or emotions.
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There is something in us that does not like dualism, that wants one principle instead of two. And
so, everyone since Descartes formulated dualism, and with it the mind/body problem, scientists
have been trying to get rid of it. They have done this by making Matter the basic term, and
explaining everything in terms of matter including Consciousness. Consciousness is something
produced by matter, only in ourselves, at the end of evolution, where matter attains “a certain
state of complexity” that gives rise to Consciousness. And Consciousness is thought to be
produced by neurons in the brain.
And so, the great question of neuroscience: How do neurons in the brain produce
Consciousness? So far no one has been able to show how, all we have is correlation: Two
process are running in parallel, mental processes and neuro processes which is the cause of the
other question mark. Most people think that the neurons are what is real, and Consciousness is
some byproduct of neuro activity.
And now, come all manner of problems with Consciousness, the hard problem of Consciousness,
the mind/body problem and the near-death experience, that cannot be solved on the assumption
that Matter is the fundamental principle. And Lovejoy claims that the Revolt against Dualism
has failed.
We are now in the position of Copernicus, we have failed to solve dualism on the assumption
that matter is fundamental, this has not worked, and now we need to try it all the other way
around, to make Consciousness our fundamental term.
And so, I propose a new Copernican revolution among our basic and fundamental principles.
Consciousness, and not matter, is first and fundamental in the Universe, it is there from the very
“Beginning” everything has it and all of the true causalities, and the explanatory principles, are
in it. They belong to Consciousness, and not matter.
And so then, just what is matter? All matter is an expression of Consciousness. All energy
contains Consciousness, that idea alone will change our world forever. And so, here is a new
theory of Consciousness. Now, a new theory in modern science is a new metaphysical base for
civilization itself. And I go on to work out just what this term Consciousness really means, for
four great aspects of the Real:
The Universe, Enspirited throughout, Awake, Aware. And so, a radical rewrite of many of the
terms of present day science. The Earth, as conscious as we are, a continuum of many forms of
Consciousness of which are own is one, interconnected interrelated intersubjective open and
open ended, oneness and one, let the barriers we have placed between ourselves and all other
beings go down. This new Universe picture will enable us to come into alignment with the truth
of the Biosphere, to reconceptualize our ways of relating to the Earth.
Ourselves, seen through the lens of reincarnation, a process allowable in this new Universe
picture, as it was not allowable in the universe of matter, and with it, the truth of human identity,
our situation on Earth, and what we are all really here for. We are all immortal eternal evolving
spiritual beings, who take on a cycle of earthly incarnations in order to achieve certain purposes,
and then, our cycle complete, we depart for other regions of the physical, other physical, or
purely spiritual universes, to continue our evolution elsewhere.
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Spirit, this term Consciousness has a place for Spirit, and it opens directly into Spirit as Infinite
Consciousness. And so, for the first time in their bitter antagonistic history science and religion
share a common base. And this term Spirit, in turn, gives us a new understanding of who what
and where Spirit is, that we may connect with Spirit everywhere.
The old paradigm of Matter, has brought us to the brink of our own extinction, and it needs to
change. The new paradigm is Consciousness and I claim it will make sense out of a mountain of
discordant data, and that every intractable human problem, in science and the modern world, will
go down like a line of dominos before it.
And so, this term Consciousness, the wand of the goddess Isis with which she lifts her vales over
all of the deepest mysteries. And with this term Consciousness, once again Prometheus steals fire
from the gods, and brings it down to Earth. With this term Consciousness, we have the
philosopher’s stone, sought for so long by the alchemists and never found. For turning base
metals into gold? For showing that they are already, gold. And so, we complete the magnum
opus of the alchemists, that Jung described as: The salvation of the cosmos, and the
transformation of the self. We began this work with the Cosmos that badly needed saving, the
Cartesian version of reality, and it implies a whole new concept of the self, and human identity.
And so, I invite everyone to take up this new term Consciousness, that I call simply, The
Consciousness Paradigm, and work with it. And I predict that every intractable human problem
in science, and in the modern world, will go done like a line of dominos before it.
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(The End)
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